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                                                              ME

±      10mg 1/12/81 ATS 5mg @ 10:50=[0:00]. alert [:20]? alert [:25] - nothing
       too believable [1:00] + 5mg. nothing more. ±?

-      15mg 1/13/81 ATS 10:00AM=[0:00] - trace [1:30]? - no - no effect.

-      30mg 1/15/81 ATS 9:15AM=[0:00] n.e.

+      60mg 1/16/81 ATS 10:41AM=[0:00] alert (±) [0:50] [with] vit - talking? -
       maybe + from [1:00] to [2:00] - trace still [2:30]?. tentative +. maybe not.

+      100mg 1/21/81 ATS 10:30AM=[0:00] [0:45] aware [1:00] ± or so [1:30] to +
       with no character apparent - by [3:00] or so, certainly out.

+.5    130mg 1/28/81 ATS 9:45AM=[0:00] [0:45] real alert [1:00] real +, no
       argument to [2:30] very vocal - sl.manic at med school, at + or +.5,
       imagination on everyone's problems, cyclohexane etc.; [3:00] to lunch, which
       tempers a bit. no anorexia - [5:00] no sign of anything anymore. little P.M.
       wine effect.

++     200mg 1/31/81 ATS, AP≡. 1:00PM=[0:00] alerts AP [:20] ATS [:30] nice
       development [:45] through [1:30] ATS to ++, AP slightly above. no body
       disturbance - intensely erotic - modest fantasy to music (benign, dream-
       like, no imagery - plateau to [3-4:00] - graceful drop [7:00] pretty much
       out. Appetite normal. Slight gas. Not too thermotropic. A graceful cpd.
       Incipient stomach cramps (AP) alleviated by poached eggs. Restful. Peaceful.
       ++ (ej - capable ♂ & ♀ org.)

++(.5) 275mg 2/7/81 ATS AP≡ 4:51PM=[0:00]. vile taste. awareness ATS [0:40] AP
       [:35] to a + [1:15] [2:00] ++ ATS ~ +++ AP - art interpretation - minor
       music fantasy - little visual but extremely benign - comfortable. Minor
       hyperflexia - no veg. problems. [5:00] to bed - erotic promotes to ~++.5
       [7:00] ej! [8] light eating - still +. [8:00] attempt sleep (light wine,
       cheese) - no complications - good sleep - good dreams. 7 hour sleep ->
       refreshed, active, perhaps a bit manic.

+++    400mg (300+100) 7/3/82 ATS, AP≡ 1:36PM=[0:00] alerts, both ~[:35] quiet
       development to ~++ at [2:] no body this time. Stuck [2:10] +100mg - still
       foul taste. [2:45] aware of supplement [3:15] anger. [4] music doesn't do
       it, art for me OK, AP excellent [4-6] excellent er. [7] dropping [11] Ann to
       1.6 +, me + sleep at [13] overall, benign +++, little visual, quite
       interpretative, AP good notes. AM no residue, no price to pay. Good +++


